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COORDINATIZATION APPLIED TO FINITE BAER * RINGS
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DAVID HANDELMANÍ1)

Abstract. We clarify and algebraicize the construction of the 'regular rings'

of finite Baer * rings. We first determine necessary and sufficient conditions

of a finite Baer * ring so that its maximal ring of right quotients is the
'regular ring', coordinatizing the projection lattice. This is applied to yield

significant improvements on previously known results: If R is a finite Baer *

ring with right projections '-equivalent to left projections (LP ~ RP), and is
either of type II or has 4 or more equivalent orthogonal projections adding

to 1, then all matrix rings over R are finite Baer * rings, and they also satisfy
LP ~ RP; if R is a real A W* algebra without central abelian projections,

then all matrix rings over R are also A W*.

An alternate approach to the construction of the 'regular ring* is via the

Coordinatization Theorem of von Neumann. This is discussed, and it is

shown that if a Baer * ring without central abelian projections has a 'regular

ring', the 'regular ring' must be the maximal ring of quotients. The following
result comes out of this approach: A finite Baer * ring satisfying the 'square
root' (SR) axiom, and either of type II or possessing 4 or more equivalent

projections as above, satisfies LP ~ RP, and so the results above apply.
We employ some recent results of J. Lámbele on epimorphisms of rings.

Some incidental theorems about the existence of faithful epimorphic regular

extensions of semihereditary rings also come out.

This work arose from two sources: frequent profitable discussions with

Professor J. Lambek, and the comment on p. 212 of [2], which asks if there is

any connection between a Baer * ring whose lattice of projections is modular

and the regular ring coordinatizing the lattice (the answer is Yes!).

It is with the greatest pleasure that I acknowledge my debt to Professor J.

Lambek, my advisor. Letters and preprints from Professor S. K. Berberian,

and an interesting conversation with Professor G. Michler helped me clarify

many ideas and results.

The terminology is that of [13] and [14]. It is assumed the reader has some

familiarity with all of the following: Baer * rings [13], the maximal or

complete ring of quotients [14, p. 94 on ], (von Neumann) regular rings, and

flat epimorphisms of rings [21].
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If R is a ring, we mean it to be associative and possess 1; the symbol MnR

denotes the ring of n by n matrices over R. A ring R is said to have order n

for some integer n if there is a ring S such that R is isomorphic to MnS.

A complemented modular lattice will have its biggest element denoted by 1

and its smallest by 0. The inf and sup operations will be denoted by A and

V> respectively. We will say that a complemented modular lattice has order n

if there is a collection of n pairwise perspective, independent elements whose

supremum is 1 in the lattice.

If / is an element of a ring R, we shall denote the set {r E R: tr = 0} (the

right annihilator of /) by tr or tr* if there is ambiguity concerning the ring in

which the annihilator is being taken. The left annihilator will be denoted t' or

t'R. This notation will also be used to denote the annihilators of sets.

We require a number of preliminary results of a purely ring-theoretic

nature.

1. Intimate extensions. A ring homomorphism ß: R -> S is called intimate

(on the right) if ß is one-to-one and every principal right ideal of S is

generated by an element of the image of R. We shall call ß intimate if it is

both right and left intimate. We will say an inclusion R c S is intimate if the

inclusion map is intimate.

The notion of intimacy and many of the results in this section are due to J.

Lambek.
A ring inclusion R c S is called (left) slightly flat [7, p. 72] if for all r in R,

rr*. s = rr*.

Equivalent^ the canonical map rR ® S -» rS is an isomorphism of right

5-modules.

Lemma 1.1. Let R c S be a right intimate inclusion of rings and suppose S is

a regular ring. The R C S is left slightly flat.

Proof. There exists e — e2 in S such that rrs = eS. There exists t in R with

eS = tS. Obviously t belongs to rFs r\ R = r\ so tS C rr* • S. Trivially,

rr*-S c r'*, so tS = r"" • S.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose R c S is an inclusion of rings such that for infinitely

many integers n, the induced map M„R c MnS is slightly flat. Then RS is flat.

Proof. It suffices to show for any finitely generated right ideal "2r¡R, the

natural map (2r¡R) <8> S ->2r,S is an isomorphism [14, p. 133]. There exists

an integer n larger than the number of generators of 2r¡R, such that

M„R c MnS is slightly flat. Now 2r,J? can be regarded as a principal right

ideal of Mnr and the result follows.   D

Theorem 1.3 (Lambek). Let R be a ring, and {rn)neZ a subset of R. There
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eixsts at most one solution {x„}„eZin Rto the collection of equations

rn ~ rnXnrn>     X„r„ = r„ + \Xn + x,     X„rnXn = X„.

Proof. Let {y„}„ez De another solution of these equations. We obtain

xn ~ xnrnxn = rn+xxn+xxn = ('"n+i>'„+i''„+i)^„+i^„

= (ynrn)(x„r„)xn = ynrnxn = (ynr„y„)r„xn

= yn(yn-\rn-i)(xn-\rn-i) = yjn-ir,,-i

s=ynrnyn=yn- o

A ring homomorphism 7? -» S is said to be an epimorphism [15] (in the

category of rings) if for any two homomorphisms/, g: S-> U such that/ = g

on the image of 7?, we have/ = g.

Theorem 1.4 [15, Theorem 2.3]. Let K be an ideal ofT=>R° Z[X], the

free product of R with the free Z-algebra on a set X. Then the polynomials in K

have a unique solution in every extension ring of R if and only if R-+T/K is

an epimorphism of rings.

For instance, if X = {z„)neZ> ír«} C R> and tnree classes of polynomials

are defined by

fn,l = rnZnrn ~ rn>    fn,l = Znrn ~ rn+lZn + l>

/n,3 = znrnzn ~ zn>

we define K to be the two-sided ideal of the ring T = R ° Z[zn], generated by

these polynomials. Then the obvious map 7? -» T/K is an epimorphism of

rings. In general, there is no way to guarantee the map is either one-to-one or

onto, or even nonzero.

Proposition 1.5 (Lambek). Let R c S be an intimate extension of rings,

and suppose S is a regular ring. Then there exists an intermediate ring T, such

that R c T is an epimorphism and T is regular.

Proof. Order by inclusion all the rings S' with R c S" C S such that the

inclusion of R in S' is an epimorphism (R c R is trivially an epimorphism).

By either IsbelFs Zigzag Theorem [10] or abstract nonsense, we see that the

union of a chain of epimorphic inclusions is still an epimorphism, so Zorn's

Lemma applies. Thus there is an intermediate ring T such that R c T is a

maximal epimorphic extension of 7? within S. If T were not regular, there

would exist r in T such that rxr = r has no solution in T. We define a pair of

sequences {rn},{sn) in order to apply 1.3 and 1.4.

Clearly T c S is intimate. Set rQ = r. As S is regular there exists i0 in S

such that rs0r = r and s0rs0 = s0. Assuming {/•„}"_„, {sn}™_0 are defined for

some m > 0 to satisfy
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rn " W». 0< n < m,

snr„ = r„+xsn+x,       0 < n < m - 1,

î« = VA 0< n < m,

we define im+1 and rm+x to satisfy the equations of 1.3. Now smrm is

idempotent and as smS = r'S for r' in T, there exists s' such that smrm ■» rV.

Set rm+I = r' and 5m+1 = sYs'. As im5 - jfflrmS = r'S and jmrm = r's' is an

idempotent,

rm+i = r = smrmr = r s r ~rsrsr = rm+iSm+xrm+x;

similarly, as (sY)3 = (s'r')2, sm+x = sm+xrm+xsm+x. Finally,

rm+lsm+l - r's'r's'r's' = (rV)?- rV = smrm.

Analogously, r_n, s_n can be defined in the same way.

Form the free product U= T° Z[zn]„eZ, and let Kbe the two-sided ideal

generated by the polynomials/„,- defined following Theorem 1.4. There is a

map U-> S given by t h> t, zn h» sn. Let V be the image of this map. Then the

diagram

T     C      V

V
U/K

commutes, T-^ U/K is an epimorphism of rings by 1.4 and 1.3, and

U/K-+ V is an onto map. Thus T c V is a composition of epimorphism, so

is an epimorphism. By the maximality of T, we must have T = V; but this

contradicts s0 not belonging to T. Hence, the assumption that T is not regular

is not valid.   □

If D is any domain and S is any division ring containing D, then the

inclusion is trivially an intimate extension, but is almost never an epimor-

phism. However, we now show that this example is essentially the only

exception to the reasonable conjecture that if R c S is intimate and S is

regular, then S is an epimorphism of R.

Lemma 1.6 (von Neumann). If e and fare idempotents in a ring R, satisfying

eR = fR and (1 - e)R = (1 - /)/?, then e = /.

Proof. From (1 - e)(l - f) — 1 — f we deduce 1 — e—f+ef=l— f,

whence e = ef. But eR = fR, so/ = ef. Thus e = ef = /.   □

Proposition 1.7. // T is a regular ring and T c S is a right or left intimate

extension, then T contains all the idempotents of S.

Proof. Choose / = f2 in S. There exist t, u in T such that tS = fS and
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uS = (1 - f)S. Now tT n uT c tS n uS = (0), so tT + uT - i7 © «r. If
tT ® uT ¥= T, by the regularity of 7" there exists nonzero x in T with

xf = xu = 0; this immediately yields a contradiction in S. Hence tT ® uT =

T, so there exists an idempotent e in T with t?r = tT and (1 — e)T = uT.

Thus t?S = /S and (1 - e)S - (1 - f)S, so by the preceding lemma, e = f.

D

Corollary 1.8. Suppose T is regular, T c S is a right or ¡eft intimate

extension, and either of the following conditions hold:

(a) S is simple, regular, but not a division ring,

(b) S is an n X n matrix ring over some other ring for n > 2. Then T = S.

Proof. In either case S is generated by its idempotents.   □

Theorem 1.9. Let R c S be an intimate extension of rings, with S regular.

Suppose any of the following conditions hold:

(a) S is simple but not a division ring,

(b) Ris annX n matrix ring over another ring for some n > 2,

(c) S is annX n matrix ring over another ring for some n > 2,

(d) S is generated, as a ring, by its idempotents.

Then R c S is an epimorphism of rings.

Proof. It is easy to see that (b) implies (c), which implies (d). Also (a)

implies (d), so the result follows directly from 1.5 and 1.7. □

Corollary 1.10. Suppose R c S, where S is regular and for infinitely many

positive integers n, the induced map MnR c MnS is intimate. Then R C S is a

flat epimorphism of rings; in particular, S is a ring of quotients of R.

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 1.1,1.2 and Theorem 1.9.

It would result in a considerable simplification if we could show:

If M„R c M„S for some n ¥= 1 is intimate, and S is regular,

then R c S is a flat epimorphism.

Another result which should be trivial, but which I have not been able to
prove:

If M2R c M2S is intimate and S is regular, then R c S is
intimate.

2. Maximal rings of quotients of Baer * rings. A ring R is a Baer * ring [13]

if there is an involution * such that for any subset S, of 7?, there is an

idempotent /? with /?=/?* (called a projection) such that S" = pR. This

implies there is a projection q such that S' = Rq. We call/? (q) the right (left)

annihilating projection of S.
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Denote the lattice of right annihilators of subsets of R, by L(l, R). This is

always complete, and in the case of a Baer * ring, is orthocomplemented. In

particular, the collection of projections of R forms a complete lattice, as

(1 - p)r = pR; and we may identify the projection lattice with L(l, R).

If r belongs to R, there is a smallest projection/? such thatpr = r: take the

left annihilating projection of r, say q, then take the right annihilating

projection of q, which is, of course, 1 — q, sop = 1 — q. We say/? is the left

projection of r, abbreviated to LP(r) = /?. The right projection is defined

similarly (RP), and we have the formulae:

LP(r) = /?, where/? is a projection and pR = rlr (= (r1) \.

RP(r) = /?', where p' is a projection and Rp' = rH.

Given p, q projections, how may we determine p /\q,p\/ q in the lattice?

To answer this, we first note that the partial ordering is given by /? < q if

Pq-P (which is equivalent top = qp = pq).

Proposition 2.1. Let R be a Baer * ring, and suppose {/?,} is a collection of

projections in R. Then

(a) sup/?,- = q, where q is the projection such that qR = C2p¡R)lr.

(b) inf Pi = p, where p is the projection such that pR = DPtR.

Proof, (a) As/?,- belongs to {/?,}/r,/?, belongs to qR, so qp¡ = p„ i.e.,/?, < q.

If x is any other projection such that/?, < x (for all /), then {/?,} c xR, so

taking left annihilators (inclusion-reversing) and then right annihilators (again

inclusion-reversing), we see qR = {/?,}fr c xlr = xR, so q < x. Thus q =

sup/?,.
(b) Obviously, C\p¡R ■ {1 - /?,}r, so there exists a projection/? such that

pR = C]p¡R. That/? is the infimum is clear.   □

For suitable Baer * rings R, Berberian showed there is a complete *-regular

ring [12] C, such that R c C (as a subring), the involution extends, and all

the projections of C lie in R; so L(l, C) = L(l, R); i.e., C coordinatizes the

projection lattice. For finite Baer * rings satisfying the EP and SR axioms,

Roos [20] claimed to have shown that C is nothing more than the maximal

ring of quotients of R.
In general, then, if L(l, R) is the projection lattice of R, we would like to

find a complete regular ring Q and an embedding R -* Q such that the

induced map of lattices of annihilators is an isomorphism, that is, the map is

an intimate extension of rings; it turns out that the involution extends

automatically. Such a Q we will call the 'regular ring' of R. In this section, we

determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the maximal ring of

quotients to be the 'regular ring'. These conditions are much weaker than

those required by Berberian or Roos. In a later section, it will be shown that
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if a 'regular ring' exists, and the Baer * ring has no central abelian

projections, then the 'regular ring' must be the maximal ring of quotients.

In §§3, 4, the results of this section will be used to prove new results on

matrix rings over finite Baer * rings.

If R is a Baer * ring and has a 'regular ring', then L(l, R) must be a

modular lattice. This motivates (as we shall see) the following definition:

A Baer * ring is strongly modular, if for all r in 7?, rr = (0) implies rR is an

essential right 7?-ideal, that is, rR has nonzero intersection with every nonzero

right ideal.

Since a right ideal E is essential as a right ideal E if and only if E* is an

essential left ideal, the definition is right-left symmetric.

Proposition 2.2. Let Rbe a strongly modular Baer * ring. Then

(a) for all a in R, aR is an essential submodule of aw;

(b) L(l, 7?), the projection lattice of R, is modular.

Proof, (a) Choose a in R, and let /? = LP(a), so atr = pR. We have

aR c pR, so aR n (I - p)R — (0). Consider the element z = aa* + 1 - p.

Let q be the right annihilating projection of z, so zr = qR. Then

aa*q + (l-p)q = 0;

from aR n (1 - p)R — (0), we obtain aa*q = (1 - p)q = 0. Applying the

involution, qaa* = q(l - p) = 0. Thus (qa)(qa)* = 0, so qa = 0, whence q

belongs to a' = aM, which equals 7?(1 —/?), so q = q(l — p) = 0. Thus
zr = (0), whence zR is an essential right ideal. If there exists b in pR with

67? n aR = (0), then

zR n bR c (aR © (1 - p)R) n bR - (0),

so 6 = 0, verifying the essentiality.

(b) If L(l, 7?) is not modular, we may find principal right ideals eR,fR, gR

with e, f, g projections such that eR c fR, gR n fR = (0), and (eR + gR)1 =

(0). Diagrammatically, in the lattice, we have:

Consider the symmetric element e + g. If (e + g)r = tR for a projection t,
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then et = - gt E eR n gR = (0), so et = gt = 0. Applying *, te = tg = 0,

so t belongs to (eR + gR)1 = (0). Thus c? + g has zero right annihilator, so

(e + g)R is essential. But/ — e is a projection orthogonal to e, and we have

(/- e)R n(e + g)R C (/- e)R n (eR ® gR) ^ (0).

Thus/ = e, so the lattice is modular.   □

We can now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.3. Let Rbe a strongly modular Baer * ring. Then:

(1) The maximal ring of right quotients of R, Q (or Q(R)), equals the

maximal ring of left quotients of R.

(2) The involution extends (uniquely) from R to Q, making Q into a complete

^-regular ring.

(3) R contains all the projections of Q.

(4) The inclusion R c Qis an intimate extension of rings.

(5) Q coordinatizes the projection lattice of R.

Further, if R has no central abelian projections, then R c Q is an epimorphism

of rings, and if R is additionally semihereditary, then R c Q is a flat epimor-

phism of rings.

In [19], Pyle used stronger assumptions (LP ~ RP, finiteness, and

sufficiently many projections jointly imply strong modularity) to prove a

result contained in 2.3. (1) to (5) apply even in the abelian case.

We shall prove the theorem is steps.

Recall from [14], the definitions of nonsingular ring, module, etc. It is clear

that a Baer * ring is a nonsingular ring on either side.

Lemma 2.4. Let A,B,C be submodules of a nonsingular module. If A is an

essential submodule of B, then A + C is an essential submodule of B + C.

Proof. Choose b + c in B + C. Define the right ideal E by

E = b~xA := {r E R\br E A).

Then E is essential. As the singular submodule is zero, if b + c is not zero,

then (b + c)E is not zero, so (b + c)R n (A + C) =£ (0).   □

Lemma 2.5. Let R be a strongly modular Baer * ring. For any finite subset

{'/}/-i °f R-> 2t¡R is an essential submodule of(2t¡R)lr; the left-right symmetry

of this also holds.

Proof. For n = 1, this is a consequence of 2.2(a). Consider txR + t2R.

Now t¡R is essential in p¡R, where LP(i,) = /?,.; by the preceding lemma,

txR + t2R is essential inpxR + t2R, which is, in turn, essential inpxR + p2R.
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So it suffices to show/?,/? + p2R is essential in (pxR + p2R)lr, which equals

(PiVpJR, by 2.1(a).
Let q be the projection such that qR = pxR n p2R. Then q < /?„ so for

i = l,2,p¡ — q and # are a pair of orthogonal projections. Thus

PiR = (/?,. - 9)7? © ?/?.

Define/? = px\/P2- Consider the element

z = l-p+px-q+p2-q+q=l-p+px+p2-q.

Then z belongs to (1 - p)R © (px - ?)7? © (p2 - q)R © #7? (observe that

pxR + p2R = (/?, - q)R © (p2 - q)R © ?7?), and z is symmetric. Let e be

the right annihilating projection of z. From zt? = 0, we obtain

(1 - p)e + (/?, - q)e + (p2 - q)e + qe = 0.

Because the sum of the corresponding principal right ideals is direct, we must

have

(1 - p)e = (/?, - q)e = (p2 - q)e = qe = 0.

Applying the involution, e(l - p) = 0, and epx = ep2 = 0. Thus

e E (/?,/? + p2R)'= (PxR + p2R)"'= p'=R(l-p).

Therefore, e = e(l - /?) = 0, so zr = (0), and therefore z7? is essential. Were

pxR + p2R not essential in pR, there would exist a nonzero b in pR with

67? n (pxR + p2R) = (0). It is not difficult to see that

((/?17?+/?27?)©(l-/?)7?)n 67? =(0)

(since 67? cpR). This means z7? n 67? = (0), contradicting z/? being essen-
tial.

Hence the lemma holds for n = 2. The induction step is clear (r,7? + /27?

+ r37? is essential inpR + t3R, etc.) as in the right-left symmetry.   □

Before proceeding, we note the following important result of Kaplansky

[12]:

Any complete orthocomplemented modular lattice is a

continuous geometry.

Thus if 7? is a strongly modular Baer * ring, L(l, 7?) is a continuous

geometry. This is the only use 2.2(b) will be put to.

Lemma 2.6. Let R be a strongly modular Baer * ring; if I is a right ideal of

R, then I is an essential submodule of l'r; similarly, if I is a left ideal, I is

essential in Irl.

Proof. Identify cardinals with initial ordinals. If the lemma is not valid,

there is a smallest cardinal ß such that if w is a smaller ordinal, every

«-generated ideal satisfies the essentiality, but there is an ß-generated right
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ideal / that is not essential in l'r. By 2.5, ß must be infinite; the map

y -» y + 1 gives a bijection between all the ordinals less than ß and all the

nonlimit ordinals less than ß (identifying ß with the smallest ordinal of its

cardinality). Thus we may write / = 2ZraR, where a ranges over all the

nonlimit ordinals less than ß. Define a chain of ideals, /0 = (0), Iß = Iß-\ +

rßR if ß < ß is not a limit ordinal, and if ß is a limit ordinal, Iß — U a<ßla-

Then we have / = U ß^Iß, and each Iß is generated by less than ß elements.

Therefore, Iß is essential in Ijf. Letpß denote the projection generating Iß. As

unions of chains preserve essentiality, we have / = U Iß is essential in

ÖPßR; so if/? is the supremum of all thepß, by Proposition 2.1(a), it suffices

to show \JPßR is essential in pR. As I n bR = (0) for some nonzero b in l'r

(= pR), we have (\JpßR) n bR = (0). As b belongs to pR, LP(b) = g also

belongs to pR, so g < p. Also, bR is essential in gR by 2.2(a), so that

(ÖPßR) n gR = (0). But the upper continuity of a continuous geometry,

g = g/\P =g/\{\/Pß)

= V(# APß)    (since thepß form an increasing chain)

= (0) (since gR n /^/? = (0) for all ß ).

So g = 0 and thus b is zero, and we have arrived at a contradiction.   □

Theorem 2.7 [24, Theorem 3.3]. Let R be a right and left nonsingular ring.

Then the maximal ring of right quotients of R equals the maximal ring of left

quotients of R if and only if
(a) for all right ideals I, I1 = (0) implies I is essential,

(h)for all left ideals, I, V = (0) implies I is essential.

Proof of Theorem 2.3, begun. As Baer * rings are easily seen to be

nonsingular on both sides, 2.7 and 2.6 apply to any strongly modular Baer *

ring, so the maximal ring of right quotients equals the left, establishing (1) of

2.3.
Let us denote by Q (or Q(R) if there is some ambiguity), the maximal ring

of quotients (the 'right' may now be dropped!). We extend the involution

from R to Q as follows: select q in Q; then q may be regarded as a right

module homomorphism from an essential right ideal E of R; E* is then an

essential left ideal, so we define q* on E* to be (e*)q* = (q(e))*. (q* acts on

the right.) As Q is also the left maximal ring of quotients, the so-defined q*

belongs to Q. It is routine to verify that this is an involution extending to the

original on R, and uniqueness is also clear, because the extended involution

must satisfy (e*)q# = (q(e))*.

To show Q is ""-regular, it suffices to show qq* = 0 implies q = 0 [13, Ex. 5,

p. 38]. If q is not zero, there exists a t in R such that tq is not zero and
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belongs to 7?. Then 0 ^ (tq)(tq)* = tqq*t*, whence qq* is not zero. Thus Q is

♦-regular.

Now Q is right (and left) self-injective, and therefore its lattice of principal

right ideals is complete. So g is a complete ""-regular ring (equivalently, Q is

regular and Baer *). This establishes (2) of 2.3.

Lemma 2.8. Let R be a right and left nonsingular ring, and suppose S is an

overring such that both RS and SR (i.e. as left, right modules) are essential over

RR, RR, respectively. Then

(a) given a subset WofS, Wr* = (SW n Rf;

(b) the map of right annihilators of R to those of S, V* -*BVrs is a lattice

isomorphism, with inverse W* -+tt(SW n Rf"".

Proof, (a) RS is essential over 7?, so SW n 7? is left essential in SW. If s

belongs to (SW n 7?/", but SWs i= (0), then choose w in If with ws nonzero.

The left ideal E = {t E R\tw £ SW n 7?} is essential, but Ews = (0); as S

is left nonsingular, this is a contradiction. Thus
(1)(SW n 7?)r* C W.

Let V be any subset of 7?. If Vs = (0) for some s in S, then V(sS n 7?) =

(0); now i5 n 7? is right essential in sS, so by the right nonsingularity, V* is

essential in Vs. Thus (SW n 7?Y> is right essential in (SW n T?)'*. Taking

left annihilators in S, we see by the right nonsingularity, that

(sw n R)r*'s= (sw n a)1*1'.

Applying 'srs to (1), we thus obtain

(sw n 7?)rs= (sw n R)rs'srsc w*.

As SW n 7? c SW, the reverse inequality holds trivially, proving (a).

(b) It follows from (a), that a is a lattice map, and ßa is the identity. It is

easy that ß is a lattice homomorphism as well, and it is trivial to verify that ß

is one-to-one. Thus a and ß are isomorphisms.   □

Proof of Theorem 2.3, completed. Pick an annihilator right ideal in Q,

Wre. Let/? be the right annihilating projection (in 7?) of QW n 7?. It follows

from the proof of 2.8, that/?7? is essential in Wro, and it is easy to see that/?ß

is also essential in Wr°. But pQ is itself an annihilator, so taking left, then

right, annihilators, we get Wr° = pQ. Now if q is a projection of Q, qQ is an

annihilator right ideal, so there exists a projection p from 7? such that

PQ = QQ- Thus/? = q, verifying (3) of Theorem 2.3. As every principal right

ideal of Q is an annihilator ideal (since Q is regular), the inclusion R m Q is

therefore intimate on the right, and by the involution, is intimate. So we have

(4), and (5) is a trivial consequence.

Finally, suppose 7? has no central abelian projections. Since the centre of 7?

is contained in the centre of Q and all the projections of Q are already in 7?, it
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follows that Q has no central abelian projections, whence by [24, Theorem

3.2], Q is generated by its idempotents. By Theorem 1.9, the inclusion R c Q

is an epimorphism of rings. The flatness comes from [4, p. 246, bottom line].

D
We can immediately see that if a Baer * ring has a maximal ring of

quotients to which the involution extends, or in which the Baer * ring is

intimately embedded, then it must already be strongly modular. (The con-

verse of 2.7 may be used.)

We can now give some readily verifiable criteria for strong modularity. But

we must first establish some notation.

Let e,fhe idempotents in any ring R. We say e is equivalent tof(e ~/) if

eR atfR as right /{-modules; equivalently, there exist x,y with xy = e and

yx — f. If e,f are projections in a Baer * ring (or *-regular ring), then e is

*-equivalent to/if they are linked by a partial isometry (e~f), that is, there

is an element w such that ww* = e,w*w = /. Any element w such that ww* is

idempotent (and therefore a projection) is called a partial isometry, and if

xx* = 0 implies x = 0 for all x (as occurs in all the rings we are working

with), then w*w is also idempotent. The notation conforms with that in [13]

but differs from that in [2].

The Baer * ring R satisfies LP ~ RP if LP(r) ~ RP(r) for all r in R (in [2],

there is no *). If LP(r) ~ RP(r), for all r, we denote this condition by Ip ~ rp.

A ring is directly finite if xy = 1 implies yx = 1. It is easily seen that a

strongly modular ring is directly finite.

The following comment will also be important in §§3, 4. If R is a strongly

modular Baer * ring, then the maximal ring of right quotients equals the

maximal ring of left quotients. Now for the ring R, and either right or left

maximal rings of quotients, MnQ(R) = Q(M„R), so for any matrix ring, the

maximal ring of right quotients will equal the left. It follows from the easy

direction of Theorem 2.7, that if A E MnR, then Ar = (0) implies AMnR is

an essential right ideal. So if MnR is a Baer * ring with respect to any

involution (i.e., it need not depend on the involution on R), then MnR is

strongly modular. Similarly, if e is a projection of R then eRe is a strongly

modular Baer * ring.

A Baer * ring is finite if xx* - 1 implies x*x = 1. Obviously, strong
modularity implies direct finiteness, which, in turn, implies finiteness.

Proposition 2.9. Let R be a Baer * ring that is isomorphic to an n X n

matrix ring over some other ring, for some n > 1.

(a) IfR satisfies rr = (0) implies r1 = (0), that is, RP(r) = 1 implies LP(r) =

1 (or left zero divisors are right zero divisors), then R is strongly modular, and

conversely.
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(b) If R satisfies LP ~ RP and is a finite Baer * ring, then R is strongly

modular.

(c) If R satisfies lp ~ rp and is directly finite, then 7? is strongly modular.

Proof. By hypothesis, there exist orthogonal idempotents with {e¡)"mX,

2e, = 1, and e¡ ~ e,. Let/? denote the left projection of /,, so pR = e,7?. Then

if S = exRex at pRp, S possesses an involution making it into a Baer * ring,

and we may regard 7? as MnS (however, the involutions on 7? and S may have

nothing to do with each other). To begin with, we show S is strongly modular.

Find a in S such that ar = (0). Suppose there exists 6 in S such that

aS n bS = (0). As S is a Baer ring, there exists an idempotent e in S such

that eS = br. Consider the matrix

B =
a    b
0    e

0

(7 is the identity matrix of size n - 2.) Regarding B as an element of 7?, and

using aS n bS = (0) and ar = (0), we obtain Br = (0). However, it is easily

seen that

00       0
B' D R-     0    1 - e.

0 0

The hypothesis tells us 1 - e = 0, so 6 = 0, and thus S is strongly modular.

By the comment preceding this proposition, 7? = MnS is strongly modular.

The converse is trivial, and (b) and (c) are immediate consequences of (a). □

Of course the n X n matrix condition is essential. Let 7? be any non-Ore

domain with an involution. Then 7? is vacuously a Baer * ring (even directly

finite), with LP~RP, but 7? is not strongly modular. Proposition 2.9 will

figure heavily in §§3,4.

A Baer * ring has sufficiently many projections [19] if every nonzero right

ideal contains a nonzero projection.

Proposition 2.10. Let R be a Baer * ring having sufficiently many projec-

tions. Then R is stongly modular if and only if ar = (0) implies a1 = (0), i.e.,

RP(a) = 1 implies L?(a) = 1. In particular, a finite Baer * ring having

sufficiently many projections and satisfying LP~RP is strongly modular.

Proof. If ar = (0) implies a7? is essential, then a' = (0), as the ring is

nonsingular.

Conversely, suppose ar = (0) but aR n eR = (0) for some nonzero c in 7?.

There exists a nonzero projection/? such that/? is in c7?, so that aR n pR =
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(0). If (a - pa)t = (0), then at = pat E aR n pR - (0), so at = 0, and thus

t = 0. Hence (a — pdf = (0); however, p(a - pa) = (0), contradicting the

hypothesis.   □
It follows that a finite A W* algebra (real or complex) is strongly modular.

3. Matrix rings. In this section, we make significant progress on the

problem of matrix rings over Baer * rings (when are they Baer *?). A

considerable improvement on the previously known result is obtained [2,

Theorem 1, p. 262]. The maximal ring of quotients is employed throughout.

A Baer * ring satisfies GC [2, §14] if for all pairs e,/of projections, there

eixsts a central projection h such that he is *-isomorphic to a subprojection of

hf and (1 - h)f is *-isomorphic to a subprojection of (1 - h)e.

A Baer * ring satisfies SR [2, p. 66] if for all x in 7?, there exists an r in 7?

such that r = r*, r2 = x*x, and r commutes with everything commuting with

x*x.

Suppose 7? is a finite Baer * ring with the following properties:

(a) either LP ~ RP or SR holds;

(b) 7? is isomorphic to an « X « matrix ring over another ring for some

«>3.
These conditions are weaker than they appear. Condition (b) is automati-

cally satisfied (in the presence of (a)) if 7? is of type II, so the « > 3 condition

applies only in the type I case. If 7? possesses sufficiently many projections,

then the n > 3 condition can be reduced to no central abelian projections, in

what follows.
We shall show that if 7? satisfies these conditions, then for all m, MmR is a

Baer * ring with respect to *-transpose, and it follows immediately that MmR

is strongly modular, and therefore finite. In this section, only LP ~ RP will be
*

dealt with; in §5, it will be shown that SR implies LP~RP (in the presence

of finiteness and (b)).

The first step in proving the advertised results is to show that in a strongly

modular Baer * ring, LP ~ RP extends to the maximal ring of quotients.

Lemma 3.1. In a ^-regular ring, the following are equivalent:

(a)LP~RP,

(b) e ~ / implies e~f.

Proof. If e~f, there exist x E eRf, y EfRe, such that xy = e, and

yx - /. Trivially, L?(x) = e, RP(x) = /.
Conversely, choose r in R and set e = LP(r), / = RP(r). Now, r7? ■ e7?

(since we are in a regular ring), but as r' = (1 - f)R, and r7? at R/rr as right

/{-modules, rR at fR, so eRatfR; but this is the same as e ~/.   □
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Proposition 3.2. Let Rbe a complete *-regular (= regular Baer *) ring with

GC. Then for projections e,f, in R, e —/ implies e—/. In particular, LP — RP

holds.

Proof. Suppose e~f. By [2, Proposition 1, §14], we may orthogonally

decompose e = ex + e2, f = /, + /2 where ex ~/, and f2Re2 = (0). Now,

ex ~/i, and as R is a continuous ring [9], by [23, Theorem 5.6], e2 ~/2. But

this contradicts f2Re2 = (0), unless e2 = f2 = 0, and so e ~/.   □

Proposition 3.3. If R is a strongly modular Baer * ring satisfying LP ~ RP,
*

then its maximal ring of quotients also satisfies LP — RP.

Proof. From [2, Corollary 2, p. 80], R satisfies GC. Now the centre of R is

contained in the centre of Q (trivial), and Q has no new projections by

Theorem 2.3(3), so Q also satisfies GC. By 3.2, Q also has LP ~ RP.   □

Let R be a *-ring satisfying 2r,/f = 0 implies all the r¡ are zero. An

element r of R is bounded [25], [2, p. 243] if there exist s¡ in R such that

rr* + 2j,-í* is a rational number. The collection of all bounded elements is a

subring containing all the projections, partial isometries of R; we will denote

this subring by Rb (R0 in [2]).

Lemma 3.4. Let Rbe a strongly modular Baer * ring such that

(A) 2 ftrf = 0 implies all the r¡ are zero.

Then:

(a) Q, the maximal ring of quotients of R, also satisfies (A).

(b) MnQ is a Baer * ring for all n.

(c)(MnQ)bcMnQb.
(d) If Qb c R, then MnR is a Baer * ring for all n (with respect to

*-transpose), and MnR contains all the partial isometries of MnQ.

Proof, (a) If "2q¡q* = 0 but qx is not zero, we may find rx in R such that

rxq is not zero and lies in R. Then 2Z(rxq¡)(rxq¡)* = 0. If rxq2 does not belong

to R, we may find r2 in R such that r2rxq2 is not zero and lies in R.

Continuing in the obvious manner, we eventually reach a contradiction.

(b) Q is self-injective regular, so MnQ is self-injective regular, and therefore

is a Baer ring. Now MnQ is "-regular by Theorem 2.3 and [13, Ex.5, p. 38]. A

Baer ring that is *-regular is trivially a Baer * ring!

(c) If A belongs to MnQ and is bounded, there exist B¡ in MnQ such that

AA* +?iB¡Bi# = ßl,

(# denotes ""-transpose), ß a rational; then solving these equations in terms
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of the entries of A, we see that all of the entries are bounded, and so the

inclusion holds.

(d) All partial isometries (and therefore all projections) of MnQ are

bounded (since ww* + (1 - ww*)(l - ww*)* = 1), so M„R contains all the

partial isometries of MnQ, by (c). As MnQ is Baer *, it easily follows that

Afn7? is a Baer * ring (it is sufficient that it contain all the projections of

MnQ).   D
Using this lemma, it can be shown that if X is an extremely disconnected

compact space, and C(X) is the ring of all real, complex or quaternion-val-

ued continuous functions, then MnC(X) is Baer *. (Of course, this is well

known, but the above lemma provides an especially easy proof.)

Implicit in much of what follows is the result that if 7? is strongly modular

and R = MnS for some n, then S is strongly modular, and M„Q(S) can be

naturally identified with Q (/?).

From now until the end of §4, R = MnS will indicate 7? is a matrix ring

over S, with involution ""-transpose, where * is an involution on S.

Q will denote the rational numbers.

Lemma 3.5. Let Rbea strongly modular Baer * ring.
*

(a) 7/7? = M2S, then S contains all the partial isometries of Q (S).

(b) 7/7? = M4T, and T satisfies the following properties:

(i) T is an algebra over Q,

(ii) for all positive a in Q, there exists d in T such that dd* = d*d = a;

then, if a, b belong to Q(T) and satisfy aa* + 66* = a E Q, then a, b belong

to T.
*

Proof, (a) We know 7? contains all the projections of 0(7?) = M2Q(S).

Let w be a partial isometry of Q(S). Then 2 is invertible in g (7?) [2, Lemma

2, p. 56], hence in Q (S), so

1
P=2

ww'      w
,*

is a projection in Q (/?). Asp belongs to 7?, w belongs to S.

(b) Set S = M2T; then S is itself a Baer * ring. We may find d in T such

that dd* = d*d = a (as the involution is proper, it is easy to see that a > 0 if

a is not zero). Since a is a unit in T and T is directly finite (being strongly

modular), d ~l belongs to T. Consider the element, w, of Q (S) defined by

w =
ad~x    bd~x

0 0

Then ww*' is a projection, so w is a partial isometry, and thus by (a), w

belongs to S = M2T. Thus a = (ad~ x)d belongs to T.   fj
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*
Lemma 3.6 [18]. Let Rbe a *-regular ring satisfying LP ~ RP.

(1) If g is a projection such that g is *-isomorphic to a subprojection of I — g,

then the ring gRg satisfies:

For all c, d in gRg, there exists b in gRg such that bb* = cc*

+ dd*.

(2) If R has no central abelian projections, then R satisfies condition (A) of

Lemma 3.4, and thus M„R is *-regular for all n.

Proof. (1) [18, Lemma 1] and 3.1.

(2) [18, Corollary, p. 217] and 3.1.   □

To avoid a rather awkward additional hypothesis (cf. Lemma 3.5(b)), we

prove the following odd lemma.

«
Lemma 3.7. Let Rbe a strongly modular Baer * ring satisfying LP ~ RP, and

suppose that R = M2S. Then

(a) 5 (and therefore R) is an álgebra over the rational numbers;

(b) for every positive rational number a, there exists c in S such that

cc* = c*c = a.

Proof. We first observe that by 3.3, Q(R) satisfies LP~RP; since

Q(R) — M2Q(S), Q(R) contains no central abelian projections, and thus by

3.6(1), r ^ 0 implies nrr* =£ 0 for any integer n > 0. Thus n is not a zero

divisor in Q(R), so by the regularity of Q(R), n must be invertible in Q(R).

Therefore Q(R) is a Q-algebra, and by Morita equivalence, Q(S) is also a

Q-algebra.

Now, given a positive integer n, by 3.6(1), there exists c in Q(S) such that

cc* = n. Thus (c/n)c* = 1. By direct finiteness, c and c* commute. Set

k = c/n. Then kk* = k*k = 1/n. Consider, the element /? of M2Q(S) =
Q(R) defined by

1     k* '
k    1/n '

Then /? = /?""', and p2 = p follows from k commuting with k*. Thus /? is a

projection of Q(R), sop belongs to R = M2S by 2.3. Hence, n/(n + 1) and

l/(« + 1) belong to S for all integers n > 0, so S is indeed a Q-algebra.

Finally, k/(l + (1/n)) belongs to S; we know S is a Q-algebra, so k belongs

to S. Set c = nk; we have n = cc*, and it easily follows that every positive

rational has a 'square root' in the sense of (b).   □

Theorem 3.8. Let R be a finite Baer * ring with the following properties:

(a)LP~RP;

1

1 + (1/«)
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(b) 7? possesses m equivalent orthogonal projections adding to 1, for some

m>3.

Then: (1) 7? is strongly modular,

(2) M„R is Baer * with respect to *-transpose, for all n, and is strongly

modular,

(3) For all n (including n = 1), all partial isometries of M„Q belong to M„R,

where Q is the maximal ring of quotients of R.

Proof. (1) This is Proposition 2.9: (b) is equivalent to 7? = MmT.

(2) In the presence of (a), e ~/ implies e~f (see the proof of 3.1). Thus

from the second hypothesis, there exist a set of m projections {e¡) such that

e, ~ ej and e¡R n e}R = (0) if / ¥=j. Denote by/?", sup{e¡\i < «}. It is easy to

see that {/?" - p"~x) form an orthogonal set of projections, each of which is

♦-equivalent to ex. Thus 7? = MmT. By reducing to a suitable projection, we

may assume m = 4, and we have Q(R) = MAQ(T). Trivially T satisfies (a)

(since Tis *-isomorphic to//?/,/a projection from 7?), so Q(T) does by 3.3,

as does Q(R). Applying 3.6(1), for any bounded element a of Q(T), there

exist 6 in Q(T) and a in Q such that aa* + 66* = a. By 3.7 and 3.5(b), a

belongs to t; that is, Q(T)b is contained in T. By 3.4(d), all matrix rings over

T satisfy (2) and (3), and therefore so do all matrix rings 7?.   □

Corollary 3.9. Let 7? be a finite Baer * ring of type II that satisfies

LP ~ RP. Then all matrix rings over 7? are Baer * with respect to *-transpose.

Proof. By [2, Corollary, p. 121], /? satisfies 3.8(b) for all integers m.   VJ

Corollary 3.10. Let R be a strongly modular Baer * ring that is an m X m

*-matrix ring for some m > 3, and satisfies GC. Then 7? satisfies LP~RP, and

so Theorem 3.8 applies.

*
Proof. Q satisfies GC as in the proof of 3.3, so by 3.2, Q satisfies LP —« RP.

*
Now go through the proof of 3.8(3) with n = 1, to show LP~RP holds in 7?

(by showing all the partial isometries of Q lie in 7?, and that LP(r) is the same

whether taken in 7? or Q ).   □
Finiteness, GC, and condition (b) of 3.8 do not jointly imply strong

modularity (see Example 2 of §6).

As promised, with additional conditions on /?, the m > 3 in 3.8(b) can be

weakened.

Corollary 3.11. Let 7? be a finite Baer * ring satisfying

(a)LP~RP,

(b) "sufficiently many projections",
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(c) R has no central abelian projections.

Then M„R is a Baer * ring for all n.

Proof (Outline). By 2.10, R is strongly modular. Now, condition (c)

extends to Q, as the centre of R is contained in the centre of Q, and Q

contains no new projections; and as g is a complete "-regular ring, it means

Q = irQi, where each Q¡ is a "-matrix ring of size two or larger (see e.g. [18]).

So we may assume Q is a 2 X 2 matrix ring.

Let E be an essential right ideal of R; we may find {/?,}, a maximal set of

orthogonal projections inside E. Set p = sup /?,. It is implicit in the proof of

2.6, that (&p¡R is essential in pR. If /? ¥= 1, then (1 - p)R n E contains a

nonzero projection orthogonal to all of the />,- (using (b)); this is a contra-

diction, so/? = 1, that is, ©/?,/? is essential. Now we mimic the proof of [2,

Theorem 1 and Corollary, p. 223] to show all the unitaries and all partial

isometries of Q are already in R.

Let m be a unitary of Q; there exists an essential right ideal E such that

uE c R. We may find the (/?,} as in the preceding paragraph, so that 0/?,J?

is contained in E and is essential. Define w¡ = up¡. Then vv,*h',. = /?,- (as

uu* = u*u = 1); on the other hand {q¡ = w¡w¡*) is an orthogonal set of

projections. Now Q, being a matrix ring, contains no central abelian

projections, so that by [2, Theorem l(ii), p. 129], partial isometries are

addable, (in R) that is, there exists v in R such that vp¡ = w¡ = up¡. Thus

(v — u) annihilates (Bp¡R; since this direct sum is essential, v = u, so u

belongs to R.

Now let w he a partial isometry in Q. If /? = ww*, q = w*w, then/? and q

axe projections, so belong to R, and also /? ~ q in Q by definition. As GC
*

holds in Q, 1 — p~l — q by [2, §17, Proposition 4]; if zz* = 1 — p and

z*z = 1 - q, then w + z is a unitary, so belongs to R. But w = (w + z)q,

hence belongs to R. In particular, we obtain R = M2T for some T.

Finally, apply the proof of Lemma 3.5(b) combined with 3.7, to show all

the bounded elements of Q(T) lie in T, so 3.4(d) applies.   □

Corollary 3.12. Let R be a real AW* algebra without central abelian

projections. Then matrix rings over R are real A W*-algebras.

Proof. R splits into a product Rx X R2, where R2 is 'purely infinite', and

Rx is finite. Thus ([2, p. 104] for example), MnR2 s R2 already. So we may

assume R is finite. MnR is well known to be a C*-algebra, even in the real

case, so the problem reduces to showing MnR is Baer *. But it is well known

(and easy to verify) that even real AW* algebras have sufficiently many

projections, and satisfy LP ~ RP. Thus Corollary 3.11 applies.   □

Of course, the 'real at infinity' AW* algebra [2, Ex. 1, 4, p. 131] shows
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central abelian projections can be obstructions to matrix ring theorems.

Corollary 3.13. Let R be a finite Baer * ring satisfying

(a) SR,

(b) 7? has m orthogonal equivalent projections adding to I, for some m > 3.

// R is strongly modular, then all matrix rings over R are Baer * and 7?

satisfies LP ~ RP.

Proof. By [16, Theorem 2.1], 7? has GC, so Corollary 3.10 applies.   □

It will be shown in §5 that the strong modularity assumption in 3.13 is

redundant.

Let us see how these results compare with the previously known result. If 7?

is a finite Baer * ring satisfying (1°) through (8°) of [2, pp. 249, 256], then it

was shown that M„R was Baer * for all n [2, Theorem 1, p. 262]. Our

condition (a) of the introductory paragraphs of this section is considerably

weaker than (1°). Our (b) is somewhat stronger than (2°), though not by very

much (and in the type II case, both are vacuous). (3°) is actually a

consequence of (a) and (b) [25, Lemma 6]! Conditions (4°, 5°, 6°) appear to

have no connection with the problem. (7°, 8°) are conditions on the matrix

rings rather than the ring itself.

It is quite likely, in view of the proofs, that LP ~ RP could be weakened to

its consequences:

(al) strong modularity,

(a2) for all a, bin R there exists c with cc* = aa* + bb*.

An accidental consequence of 2.3, 3.8 and a result to be proved in §5, is

that all the rings dealt with here turn out to be semihereditary, and therefore

the inclusion 7? -» Q is a flat epimorphism of rings.

*
4. Matrix rings and LP~RP. In this section, we show that the property

*
LP ~ RP extends to matrix rings of complete *-regular rings without central

abelian projections. This section too, answers some questions in [2]. It is

based on a generalization of a result of Burke on complete *-regular factors

of type II.

A regular ring is unit regular (e.g. [8]) if for all r in /?, there exists a unit u

such that rur = r. The following properties of unit regular rings are relevant

to our discussion:

(i) If e, f are idempotents and e ~ f, then 1 — e ~ 1 — / (e.g. [8, Theorem

2]). In particular, direct finiteness holds.

(ii) Matrix rings and rings of the form eRe (e an idempotent) over unit

regular rings are unit regular (e.g. [8, Corollary 4]).

(iii) A right and left self-injective regular ring is unit regular (e.g. [8,

Corollary 7]).
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From (iii), a strongly modular Baer * ring has its maximal ring of quotients

unit regular.

*
Corollary 4.1. Let R be a *-regular unit regular ring satisfying LP~RP.

If e, f are projections and e —/, then there exists a unitary u that ueu* — f; in

particular, 1 — e ~ 1 — /.
*

Proof. From 3.1, e~f, and by (i) above, 1 - e~ 1 -/; applying 3.1
*

again, 1 - e ~ 1 - /, if w, v are partial isometries implementing these "-iso-

morphisms, then it is routine to see that u = w + v is the desired unitary.   □

I know of no "-regular rings that are not unit regular. A complete "-regular

ring is a continuous ring, and is therefore unit regular.

We show that if R = M2S (or any larger size matrix ring) and R satisfies

LP ~ RP, then all matrix rings over R satisfy LP ~ RP (we already know that

matrix rings over R are "-regular, by 3.6(2)). In [3], Burke showed this holds

for all complete "-regular factors of type II, which, of course, turns out to be

a very special case of the result here. Our techniques are essentially the same

as Burke's, but we have some simplifications that avoid reliance on either

completeness, or the existence of a rank function. In [3], LP — RP is referred

to as 'Property (PU)'.

•
Lemma 4.2. Let Rbe a *-regular ring satisfying LP ~ RP. If e is a projection,

the *-regular ring eRe also satisfies LP ~ RP.

Proof. The obvious involution on eRe makes eRe "-regular (tt* =f= 0, etc.).

Let p ~ q in eRe, for projections /?, q. The equational nature of equivalence

(xy = p,yx = q, some x,y) shows p ~ q in R, and therefore p~q in R.

Thus there exists w in R with ww* = p, w*w = q, and it is easy to see that

w = pwq. But/?, q belong to eRe, sow = epwqe (ep = p, etc.) belongs to eRe,

and so the "-equivalence is implemented in eRe, which proves the result, by

3.1.   D
If e,f are idempotents in any regular ring, then a monomorphism eR </R

splits, i.e. there exists an idempotent g in fR such that e ~ g. We shall denote

this relation between e and / by e<f If R is "-regular, and e,f are

projections, then we may assume g is a projection (otherwise take LP(g) = h;
*

then hR = gR, so g ~ «). If there is a subprojection g of / such that e~g,

then we shall regrettably have to denote this relationship by e </.

Lemma 4.3 (Essentially [3, Lemma 3.1]). Let S be a *-regular and unit

regular ring satisfying LP~RP, and suppose there exists a projection e in S

such that e~ 1 - e (so S = M2(eSe)). Set R = M2S, and let P be a projection
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of R such that P < [S a. Then P < ß {&.

Proof. As 5 is a 2 X 2 matrix ring, it has no central abelian projections, so

by 3.6(2), 7? is *-regular.

Write P = ["cj] (of course 6 = c*, but we do not use this), and set

E = e    0
0    0

E' = 0    0
0    e

Let/, be the projection generating aS + bS (i.e.,/,S = aS + 65), and set

7.   o
0    0

*.-

Now it is clear that

F,P = and SH-= F,7?

(that is, as right /?-ideals).
Similarly, let/2 be the projection in S such that/2S = cS + dS. and define

F,=
0

h
It also follows that F2P = [°c % and F2R = F2P • R. Now the map P7? -+ F2R

of right /?-modules given by left multiplication by F2 is onto, and as all maps

between finitely generated projective modules over a regular ring split, there

is an idempotent, and therefore a projection, Q < P such that Q ~ F2 (if Q is

merely an idempotent, it may be replaced by its left projection, which

generates the same right ideal, and therefore is equivalent to Q). Thus

F2~Q<E~E', so F2<E'. Therefore, there exist X G E'RF2, Y G

F2RE' such that YX = F2. But the form of all the matrices in E'RF2 and

F2RE' (matrices of the form fjj ?]) shows in fact f2S < eS; since S is regular,

/2 < e. By unit regularity e ~ 1 - e < 1 — f2. The same argument shows

Fx < P, so7, < 7i, and thus/, < 1 - /2. By 4.1, there is a unitary u such that

ufxu* = h is a subprojection of 1 - /2; in particular, h and/2 are orthogonal.

Define the element U of 7? by

U =
O-/2)"

/*2«

/a

1-/2

Then Í/Í/*' = 7, so by direct finiteness (from S and therefore 7? being unit

regular), U is unitary. Now we have

f2ua + (l-f2)c = f2ufxu*ua + (1 - f2)f2c = 0

(as f2ufxu* = 0) and also /2«6 + (1 - f2)d = 0 (for the same reasons). Thus

the bottom row of the matrix UP is just (0 0). Therefore the bottom row of
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UPU*' — H is also (0 0). However, H is a projection and therefore "-trans-

pose symmetric, so H is of the form H = [f q], for some projection g in S.

Thus we have P~H, and as P < E, we get 7/ < E; and as in the above

paragraphs, this gives us g < e; by LP ~ RP, g < e. Now it is trivial to verify
• *

that this implies H<E. Finally, transitivity of "-equivalence gives us P < E.

D
*

Lemma 4.4. Let R = M2S, where S is *-regular and unit regular. Suppose

there exists a projection e in S such that c?~ 1 - e. Then if P is a projection of

R, P may be written as the sum of 4 orthogonal projections, P — Px + P2 + P3

+ P4 such that for each i = 1, 2, 3, 4, P¡ < ß g].

•
Proof. We have S = M2T, where T = eSe (in a natural manner). Now

P E M4T, so P may be regarded as a map of T-modules 47'-» 4T, where AT

denotes the free T-module on 4 generators. Now P(4T) is a finitely generated

submodule of a projective module over the regular ring T, so is a direct

summand, and projective. By [14, Proposition 8, p. 85], there exist submod-

ules (necessarily projective and finitely generated) such that P(4T) = @*N¡,

where each N¡ is isomorphic to a principal right ideal of T, as T-modules. We

may therefore find orthogonal idempotents E¡ (corresponding to the N¡) such

that P = Ex + E2 + E3 + EA, and E¡ < [0 g], the latter of which corresponds

to a copy of T inside 47. Now set P' to be the left projection of Ex + • • • +

E„ and define P¡ = P' - P'~l (P° = 0). Now PXR = EXR, and P2R © PXR

= EXR © E2R; by the unit regularity of P2RP2, P2 ~ E2; similarly, P¡ ~ E¡.

As P4 = P, and the P¡ are obviously orthogonal, we have the result.   □

Theorem 4.5. Suppose S is a *-regular and unit regular ring such that

S ■ MmT for some m > 1, some *-ring T. If S satisfies LP~RP, then for all
*

n, MnS is a *-regular ring (with respect to *-transpose) satisfying LP~RP.

Proof. By 3.6(2), M„S is "-regular for all n.

Now we note that it suffices to prove that M2S has LP~RP: For,

assuming this result, inductively we have MrS has the property, and so

MnS = e- MrS • e has it by 4.2. A similar reduction allows us to assume

m = 2. Set R = M2S. Choose a projection P in R. By 4.4 and 4.3, there is an

orthogonal decomposition P = Px + P2 + P3 + P4 into projections, where

each P¡ is "-equivalent to a subprojection of [0q] in R, where e is the

projection such that e ~ 1 - e (i.e., T = eSe). As

0    0
0    e

e    0
0    0

1 - e    0
0       0

0       0
0    1-e
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trivially, the P¡ are *-equivalent to an orthogonal family of diagonal projec-

tions. By the additivity of *-equivalence [13, Theorem 25, p. 33], P is

•-equivalent to a diagonal projection of the form

fi+fi        0     "
o      h+U

where/,, f2 are orthogonal projections in S, as are/3,/4.

0

0

Let Q be any other projection in 7?, and suppose P ~ Q. It will be

sufficient to prove P~ Q. From the equivalence of P with Q, there is an

orthogonal decomposition Q = E4/í,, E are idempotents in 7? with P¡ ~ E¡.

Let Q' be the left projection of 2%, and Q, = Q' - Q'~x; as in the

argument with the P/s, the Q¡ are an orthogonal set of projections adding to

Q, and Q¡ ~ E¡ ~ P¡, so Q¡ — P,. However, going through the same argument

as with the P/s, there exist projections gx,..., g4 in S such that gx, g2 and

g3, g4 are orthogonal pairs, and

Mí »i *)

Ôl+02~
81 + 82

0
and   e3 + g4

0

83 + 84

It follows from the formulae for ordinary equivalence that g, + g2 ~ /, + /2

(since Q, + Ô2 ~ Pi + P2X an(i similarly with the 3, 4 pairs. As we are

working now in S, this equivalence is actually a *-equivalence, so

Ô1 + Ô2
8x + 82

0
fi+fi

0
~P, + P2;

and similarly with Ö3 + Qí~ P3 + P4- Again applying additivity of *-equiv-

alence, we obtain P - - RP holds in R = A^S. DQ, so by 3.1, LP-

Theorem 4.6. Let 7? be a finite Baer * ring satisfying LP~RP. If 7? has

sufficiently many projections and has no central abelian projections, or if 7? has

m orthogonal equivalent projections adding to 1 for some m > 3, then MnR is

Baer * for all n, and satisfies LP ~ RP.

Proof. By 3.8 or 3.11, M„R is Baer *, and contains all the partial

isometries of M„Q. Now Q satisfies LP~RP by 3.3, and as Q has no central

abelian projections (by the usual arguments) Q = II Q¡, where Q¡ are various

size matrix rings. Each of the Q¡ satisfy LP ~ RP by 4.2, so by 4.5, all of the

matrix rings over each Q¡ have this property, and therefore so does M„Q.

Now M„Q is the maximal ring of quotients of MnR, and it is easy to see the

right, left projections are the same whether computed in M„R or M„Q. As all
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the partial isometries of M„Q lie in M„R, all of the "-equivalences can be

implemented within MnR, and we obtain MnR satisfies LP ~ RP.   □

Under the same hypotheses as those of 4.6, it can be shown that such Baer

* rings are ""-elementary divisor rings": given a matrix A in M„R, there exist

unitaries U, V such that UA V is diagonal.

Corollary 4.7. Let K be a field such that a2 + b2 = 0 implies a = b = 0,

for all a, b in K. Then MnK is a Baer * ring (with respect to transpose)

satisfying LP~RP if and only if for all a in K, if a(l — a) is a square in K,

then ais a square.

Proof. It suffices, in view of 4.5, to show that M2K satisfies LP ~ RP. But

this reduces to showing that any projection of trace 1 is "-equivalent to [¿ g];

this is a routine computation.   □

5. The Coordinatization Theorem: An alternate approach. Let R be a Baer "

ring where projection lattice is modular (R is a modular Baer * ring). If the

lattice has order n > 4, then there exists a "-regular ring "coordinatizing" the

projection lattice, that is there exists a "-regular ring C such that L(1,C) is

ortho-isomorphic to L(l, R). This is a consequence of the famous Coordinati-

zation Theorem of von Neumann [17].

In [2, p. 212], Berberian asks whether given a suitable Baer * ring R, does

there exist a "-preserving embedding R-+ C such that the projections are the

same (equivalently, the map is intimate!). If R is strongly modular, it is easy

to see that Q(R) must be "-isomorphic with the 'regular ring' C. But there

may exist modular Baer * rings of order 4 or more that are not strongly

modular-what do we do then? It turns out that we need not worry; all Baer *

rings of order 4 or more (as rings, not necessarily according to the order of

their projection lattices) that are modular are strongly modular. We prove this

by using the methods of proof of the Coordinatization Theorem to get an

intimate embedding into C. We obtain much more general results on semi-

hereditary rings as well.

Let us revise the notation somewhat. If R is a regular ring we will denote

the collection of principal left ideals by L(R). If R is any ring, we will denote

the collection of annihilators (i.e., left annihilators) of finite subsets of MnR

by L(n, R). We are making this sudden switch from right to left annihilators

in order to conform the notation with that in the standard papers dealing with

the coordinatization theorem.

A ring is a right (left) p.p. ring if every principal right (left) ideal is

projective; equivalently, for all a in R, there exists an idempotent e such that

ar =» eR. (Consider the exact sequence, (0) -» ar -* R -> aR -> (0); this

splits.) A ring R is right (left) semihereditary if every finitely generated right
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(left) ideal is projective. If either condition is satisfied on both sides, we drop

the right or left qualifiers.

Proposition 5.1. For a ring R, the following are equivalent:

(1) for infinitely many n, M„R is left p.p.;

(2) R is left semihereditary;

(3) for any finite subset of M„R, {a¡),for any n, there exists e

such that

{a,)1»"-iM„R)e.

Proof. (1) =» (2). Given a finitely generated right ideal, it can be regarded

as a principal right ideal of MnR for suitably large n, whence is projective.

(2) => (3). Semihereditary is a Morita invariant, so it suffices to prove (3)

with n= 1. Choose a finite subset of R, {r,}. We obtain the left exact

sequence

(0) -» {r,}'-» R-i ®Rr,   whereß(l) = (r„ r2,... ).

Now the image of ß is a cyclic submodule of a finitely generated free module;

thus Im ß is projective, so the sequence

(0)-»{/•,}'-> 7? ̂> Im j3->(0)

splits and thus the term on the left is a direct summand of 7?.

(3) =» (1). With n = 1, we get the condition on 7? for it to be p.p.   □

Corollary 5.2. If a strongly modular Baer * ring R has all its matrix rings

Baer * (or merely even Baer), then the inclusion R c Q(R) is a flat epimor-

phism of rings (Q(R) is the maximal ring of right quotients ofR).

Proof. A Baer ring is trivially p.p., so R is semihereditary. Thus the last

statement of Theorem 2.3 applies.   □

Let A be a semihereditary ring. Then L(n, A) is a lattice: the inf (of finite

collections of left annihilators of finite sets) is just the intersection, since a

finite intersection of left annihilators is the left annihilator of the union of the

sets; the sup may be defined as follows:

If e, f are idempotents,

Ae\/Af=((i-e)A/\(i-f)A)'\

equivalently, Ae\J Af= (Ae + Af)rt. (The supremum was defined only for

n = 1, but it is clear, from 5.1, that it makes sense for any n.)

Since every element of L(n, A) is generated (as a principal left ideal of

M„A) by an idempotent, L(n, A) is complemented. Any infinite von Neu-

mann algebra shows L(n, A) is not generally modular. But, if L(n, A) is

e2 in MnR
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modular for some n > 3. There is a regular ring C such that L(C), the lattice

of principal left ideals of C, is lattice isomorphic to L(n, A) (C depends on

the choice of n, obviously). We construct an embedding from MnA to C, that

implements this isomorphism, that is, the embedding is intimate.

Given a ring T = M4A such that L(l, T) = L(4, A) is a complemented

modular lattice we obtain a ring monomorphism from A to a regular ring R

such that 7-» M4R is intimate and M4R coordinates L(l, 7).

Let e(j denote the 4 x 4 matrix over A with 1 in the (/,/) position and 0

elsewhere. Define the left 7-ideals b0, bx, b2 by b¡ = Te¡+X (we abbreviate e^

by ef). As the b¡ are generated by idempotents, b¡ belong to L(l, 7). Define

two more principal left ideals c, = T(ex + ex2), c2 = T(ex + eX3). Being

idempotent-generated, c, belong to L(l, 7). This notation is adopted to

conform with that in [11, p. 90 on]. In L(l, 7),

Ci V c2 - (T(ex + eX2) + T(ex + ex3))"

= ((l-ex-ex2)Tn(l-ex-eX3)T)'

= c, © c2

as strightforward matrix calculations show. As bx, b2 axe generated by

orthogonal idempotents, bx V b2 = bx + b2. Define d = (c, + Cj) n (bx +

b¿ e L(l, 7).
If a, a' belong to L(l, 7), we abbreviate a A a' by ad.

Let R denote the collection of complements of bx in bx + b0 (with respect

to L(l, 7)). Multiplication and addition can be defined on R by means of the

following formulae [11, p. 91]:

vmw= {[{vV d){b0V b¿]v[{wV b2){b0V d)]}{b0V b{),

vw - {[{v V c2)(bx V b2)] V[(w V d)(b0 V b2)]}(b0 V bx).

The proof that R is a regular ring and M4R coordinates L(l, 7) can be

read in the standard texts [17]. We define a function ß: A -» R by sending

a-*ß(-aex + eX2)r'inL(l, T).

Lemma 5.3. With the notation of the preceding paragraphs,

(-aex + eX2)r'=T(-aex + eX2).

Proof. Clearly, T(-aex + eX2) = T(-ae2x + e¿); now -ae2x + e2 is an

idempotent, hence the equation holds. □

We may now show that ß(d) belongs to R. Clearly ß(d)(= T(ex2 - aex))

has zero intersection with bx, and ß(ä) + bx = bx + b0. As bx + b0 is genera-

ted by an idempotent, ß(ä) V bx = bx + 60, whence ß (a) belongs to R. Now

we must verify that ß is a homomorphism of rings. This is tedious but

routine; we only bother checking the additivity of the map and leave the rest.
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Let v = T( — rex + eX2), w = T(—sex + el2). We must show that the t? BB

w defined above equals T(-(r + s)ex + ex2). It is not difficult to show

d = (6, + 62)(c, + c2) equals T(e3 - e32). We first compute v V d; we must

find (T(-rex + eX2) + T(e3 - e32))rl, which equals

((-rex + ex2)r n(e3-e32)r)'.

All the matrices in (—rex + eX2)r have exactly the form

r q     t     u     y

rq    rt    ru    ry

X       X       X        X

XXX        X

q, t,u,y G A; the x's are arbitrary; and all the matrices in (e3 — e32)r have

the form

x

q

q
Vx

x

t

t

X

X

u

u
X

X

y

y

X J

Intersecting, all the matrices in (- rex + ex2)r n (e3 — e32f are exactly

rq

rq

x

t

rt

rt

x

u

ru

ru

x

y

ry

ry

x

Taking the left annihilator, all the matrices in v V d are of the form

p, a, 6, z G A.

-(u + t)r t « 0

— (z + y)r y z 0

~(q+p)r p q 0

- (b + a)r a 6 0

Using this form, v V d = T(e3 - e32) + T(-rex + ex2) comes out of a little

computation. It also follows from this that

(1) (v\/d)(bQ+b2)=T(-re3X + e3).

Now w = T(—sex + ex2) = T(—se2X + e2), and 62 = Te3, so 62 and w

may be generated by orthogonal idempotents, whence w V 62 = w + 62. It is

readily verified that all the matrices in d + 60 have exactly the form

q    —qO

T(ex + e3 - e32).
a

b

[P

t
u

z

-t 0
-u 0
-z    0
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, -i- e3 - c32 is an idempotent, so again d + b0 = d V 60. IntersectingBut ex + e3 — e

d + b0 with w + b2, we get all the matrices of the form

(2)

-qs

-ts

— us

-ys

q

t

u

y

-q 0

-t 0
-u 0
-y oj

Adding (1) and (2), all the matrices in (v V d)(b0 V bfj + (w V b¿)(d V bQ)
have exactly the form

(3)

-qs- pr q

— ts — zr t

— us — ar u

—ys — br y

p - q
z - t

a — u
b-y

Taking the right annihilators of (3), we obtain all matrices of the form

(4)

p q t u

(s + r)p    (s + r)q    (s + r)t    (s + r)u

— rp —rq —rt —ru
X X X X

And taking the left annihilator of (4), we obtain that the matrices in

(v V d)(b0 V 62) V (w V b0)(d V 6q) are of the form

(5)

qr — p(s + r)     p q 0

ur - t(s + r)     t u 0

zr — y(s + r)    y z 0

br - a(s + r)    a b 0

Finally intersecting with 60 V 6,, we obtain

v BB w =

-p(s + r) p 0 0

-t(s + r) t 0 0

■y(s + r) y 0 0

■a(s + r) a 0 0

= T(-(r + s)ex2 + ex) = ß(r + s).

As v = ß(r) and w = ß(s), we have proved the additivity of the map.

Similarly ß is multiplicative and ß(l) is the identity of R. Now ß(r) = 0

precisely if T(-reX2 + e2) = Te2; this occurs only if r = 0. Thus ß is one-to-

one. Hence we have proved

Proposition 5.4. Let A be a ring such that L(4,A) is a complemented
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modular lattice. There is an embedding of A into a regular ring R such that

M4R coordinatizes L(4, A).

Now we add the slight assumption that every right or left annihilator of a

finite set is generated by an idempotent, as occurs for instance if the ring is

semihereditary. Now the ring C coordinatizes L(l, 7) and the nature of the

coordinatization is such that the induced map T-+M*ßC assures the map

L(l, 7) -» L(C) (the lattice of principal left ideals of C, which, of course,

equals L(l, C)) is an isomorphism. Choose c E C; cC E L(C), so there

exists / in 7 with C- t'T = Cc (regarding 7 as a subring of C). There exists

e = e2 in 7 with t'T = Te, so Ce = Cc. Thus 7-» C is left intimate. There is

an anti-automorphism between left and right annihilators, both in 7 and in C

(Te->(1 — e)T for example) and all the preceding considerations apply to

the opposite rings of 7 and C, so the map is also right intimate.

Theorem 5.5. Let T be a ring of order 4 or more such that L(l, 7) is a

complemented modular lattice, and every right or left annihilator of a finite

subset of 7 is generated as a right or left ideal by an idempotent. Then there is

an intimate embedding of 7 into the regular ring coordinatizing L(l, 7). In

particular, this embedding is an epimorphism of rings.

Lemma 5.6. Let T be a Baer * ring such that 7 = M2S (but the involution is

not necessarily *-transpose for some involution from S) and suppose 7 is

intimately embedded in a *-regular ring R such that the projection coincide (but

the involutions are not required to be the same). Then 7 is strongly modular, and

R - 2(7).

Proof. Suppose t belongs to 7, and t'T = (0). Now there exists a projection

p in R such that fR = pR; but p belongs to 7, so p = 0. Since L(l, 7) is

complete, it easily follows that L(l, R) is complete, so that J? is a complete

"-regular ring; by [12, Theorem 2, p. 532], R is directly finite. Since R is

regular and tr" = (0), / has a left inverse; by direct finiteness, t has an inverse,

so that t'R = (0), and all the more so that t'T =» (0). We have thus verified the

criterion of 2.9(a) for strong modularity. The last statement is an easy

consequence of [17, Theorem 4.1].   □

Theorem 5.7. A modular Baer * ring of order 4 or more is strongly modular.

Proof. We have 7 = M2S for some S, and 7 is intimately embedded in a

regular ring R coordinatizing L(l, 7), by Theorem 5.5. Now the orthocom-

plement on L(l, 7),/?7-»(l - p)T, yields an orthocomplementation on

L(l, R), since the inclusion induces an isomorphism of the corresponding

lattices (from the definitions of intimate and regular ring!). By [17, Theorem

4.5], there is an involution on R, making ^"-regular, and fixing the projec-

tions of 7. Since the inclusion is intimate, all the projections of R are already
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in t; thus T satisfies all the hypotheses of 5.6.   Q

It should be possible to prove 5.7 without having to resort to the tedious

and highly computational use of the Coordinatization Theorem.

Corollary 5.8. Let R be a finite Baer * ring satisfying SR, and suppose R

has m orthogonal equivalent idempotents adding to I, for some m > 3. Then R

is strongly modular, and thus satisfies LP ~ RP, and all its matrix rings are

strongly modular and Baer *.

Proof. By [22, Theorem 2.1], R satisfies the parallelogram law with respect

to *-equivalence; by the proof of [13, Theorem 67], L(l, R) is modular, and

so by 5.7, R is strongly modular. Also by [22, Theorem 2.1], GC holds; now in

a ring with SR, equivalence implies *-equivalence [13, Theorem 27], and it

easily follows that R is an m X m *-matrix ring. Thus 3.10 applies.   □

6. Examples. We construct two mildly interesting examples. The first is a

strongly modular factor of type II that does not satisfy any of the usual set of

axioms (it does not satisfy LP~RP, SR or possess sufficiently many

projections), and all its matrix rings are Baer *. (In fact it is *-isomorphic to

all its matrix rings, as is to be expected with type II factors.) The second

example is a directly finite Baer * factor (regrettably not of type II) of any

fixed order, having GC, that is not strongly modular (see 3.10).

Example 1. Begin with the field of rational numbers, Q, and form the

polynomial ring Q[x], and its quotient field K = Q(x). Then with the trans-

pose involution, MnK is a *-regular ring, and of course a Baer *-ring. Now

form the local domain obtained by inverting all the elements in Q[x] that are

relatively prime to x; call this domain D. Explicitly,

D = {f/g E K\f, g E Q[x], (/, g)Q[x] = Q[*], and g(0) * 0).

We will show that for all n, MnD is a Baer * ring with respect to transpose

(compare with Q[*]: M2Q[x] is not a Baer * ring, although it is a Baer ring).

It is sufficient (and also necessary, but this is not relevant) to show MnD

contains all the projections of M„K.

Obviously D/(x) is just Q. Choose a matrix A in MnK such that A2 = A =

A' (' = transpose). As D is a local principal ideal domain, there exists an

integer m such that xmA E M„D, but xmA g Mn(xD). Set xmA = B. Then B

satisfies: B2 == xmB, and_B = B'. Supposera > 0. Then in D/(x) (i.e. Q) the

image of B, B, satisfies B2 = 0, and B = B'. But a symmetric matrix over the

rationals is only nilpotent if it is 0, which would contradict xmA g M„(xD).

Thus m < 0, and so A E M„D. So MnD contains all the projections of M„K

and it is easy to see this makes MnD into a Baer * ring.

We may now form the ring R = Lim MYK, obtained by mapping the

matrices diagonally (A -*[$%]). Then R is a *-regular ring, and possesses a
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unique rank function N. By [9, Corollary 7] the completion of R, R with

respect to this rank function is a regular Baer "-factor of type 11^, with centre

K. Now consider the subring of R, 7 = Lim MrD, and complete it at the

rank function induced by that on R; call the completion 7. 7 is obviously

closed under the involution; we show it contains all the projections of R, and

is therefore a Baer * ring.

Lemma 6.1. Let R be a *-regular ring with a rank function N. Let R denote

the completion of R at N. Then the involution of R extends uniquely to R,

making R into a Baer * ring. Every projection of R is a limit of projections from

R.

Proof. All but the last statement is in [9, Proposition 1]. Choose a

projection /? in R, and e > 0. There exists b in R with_N(p — b) < e/20.

Define a = (b + b*)/2. As N(r) = N(r*) for all r in R (cf. the proof the

result referred to above in [9]), we have a = a* and N(p — a) < e/10. Now

a2-a-a-p + p(p - a) + (p - a)a, so N(a2 - a) < 3N(p — a) <

3e/10. Since R is "-regular, there exists a unique / satisfying at = ta, ata = a,

tat = t (apply [12, Lemma 4] and observe that a is symmetric); it follows that

t = t*. Set q = at; then q is a projection, and as

q - t = a2t2 - at2 = (a2 - a)t2,

we obtain N(q - t) < 3e/10. But, q - t2 = (q - t)q + t(q - t), whence

N(q - t2) < 6e/10. But t2 - t = q - t - (q - t2); thus N(t2 - t) < 9e/10.

Further, q - a = (t2 - t)a2, so N(q - a) < 9e/10. Finally, N(p - q) <

N(p — a) + N(a — q) < 10e/10 = e. Thus p may be approximated by
projections from R.   □

As 7 contains^ all the projections of R, by the lemma, 7 contains all the

projections of_.R, and as T is invariant under the involution, 7 is a Baer

"-subring of R, in particular 7 is a Baer * ring.

Now the ideal of 7 generated by x contains no nonzero projections. To see

this, observe that if/? = xr (r in 7), then/?2 = p yields (xr — l)r = 0 (as x is

central and not a zero divisor). Now choose a matrix A in MrD. D is

integrally closed in K, so all the eigenvalues for A that lie in K axe already in

D. Thus 1/x (in K) is not an eigenvalue for A, and so A - (l/x)I is

invertible, so N((A - 1/x)A) = N(A) for the rank function N. Thus for all t

in 7 we have N((xt - l)t) = N(t), which yields r = 0, so/? = 0. Thus /does

not have sufficiently many projections.

Next it is routine to verify that 2 has no 'square root' in the sense of 3.7(b),

so LP ~ RP fails in 7 (and also R), and neither does^ 1 + x2, so that SR fails.

7 itself is isomorphic to matrix rings over itself, so 7 is also so isomorphic. 7

is intimately embedded in the Baer * ring R, which has arbitrarily large order,
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so f is strongly modular. That it is a factor is trivial, as is the fact that it is of

type II.

R is not obtainable from T by inverting central elements; it may be

possible to obtain R by inverting a multiplicatively_ closed collection of

suitable non-zero-divisors; but it appears unlikely that T is an order in R.

This construction raises the interesting problem of determining which

domains have their matrix rings Baer *. Necessary and sufficient conditions

for an arbitrary commutative ring to have all its matrix rings Baer * are

determined in a forthcoming paper by the author.
Example 2. Directly finite, not modular, of large order.

Let R denote the real numbers. Set T = R[[*, y]], that is the power series

ring over the reals in two noncommuting variables. The involution on T is that

generated by xt-+x, yt-^y (so xy is sent to yx). As is well known, T is

embeddable in a division ring, so MnT, being subrings of artinian rings, have

no infinite chains of right or left annihilators, i.e., all annihilators are

annihilators of finite subsets. But T is a free ideal ring, in particular T is

semihereditary, so that by 5.1, MnT is a Baer ring. Now the Jacobson radical

of MnT is just the two-sided ideal generated by the T-ideal, [[x,y]]; with

^transpose as involution #, it readily follows that for any A in MnT,

1 + A A # is invertible. By [13, Theorem 26], MnT is Baer *.

T is a local domain, so Mn T is directly finite for all n.

Were Mn T modular for some n > 3, it would be strongly modular, and so

T itself would have to be strongly modular; this is equivalent to T being an

Ore domain, which, of course, T is not (xT n yT = (0)). Thus MRT is a Baer

* ring of order n that is directly finite, but not modular, if n > 3 (this can

probably be reduced to n > 1).

It is not easy to see that GC holds in MnT (cf. Corollary 3.10 and the

comment following it).

With a little work, this example can probably be made into a type II factor

(it is now of type I„).

7. Problems. 1. Characterize flat epimorphisms that are intimate. For

example, if R is an order in S, and S is regular, the inclusion is intimate.

2. If 7? -> S is intimate, S is regular, and S is of sufficiently large (matrix)

order (perhaps 2 is large enough), is RS flat? Is M2S an intimate extension of
M2R1

3. If T is a type II finite A W* or W* algebra, then its 'regular ring' is a flat

epimorphic extension (Corollary 5.2). Problem. Find an application for this.

4. One obstacle implicit in §5 is the order assumption on the modular Baer

* ring T. If L(l, T) has order n (as a lattice), does T have order n (as a ring)?

The converse is trivial. In order to construct the map ß of §5, it appears to be

necessary that the ring, and not just the lattice, have sufficiently high order.
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This problem would be resolved if one knew that perspectivity of projections

implies equivalence.
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